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Enhanced two dimensional electron gases at III-III/I-V oxide heterointerfaces
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Density functional theory is used to explore the electronic reconstruction at III-III/I-V heteroint-
erfaces. It is demonstrated that due to large B-cation valence differences a δ-doped, two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) can be created with an increased intrinsic carrier limit; resulting in interfacial
charge densities twice that of prototypical LaTiO3/SrTiO3. Observed decreases in band effective
masses suggest enhancements in carrier mobilities. Unprecedented agreement with recent exper-
iments highlight the fact that it is the electronic structure of the bulk component material that
defines the properties of oxide 2DEGs. These geometries provide a more tunable platform through
which the underlying physics of electron confinement can be thoroughly examined and thus have
implications for modern device applications.

PACS numbers: 73.40.-c, 71.28.+d, 31.15.E-, 81.05.Zx

Emergent phenomena at ABO3 oxide interfaces,
e.g. two dimensional electron gases (2DEGs) [1], are
paramount to understanding critical behavior arising
from electron confinement; like metal-insulator transi-
tions [2], novel magnetic effects [3] and superconductiv-
ity [4, 5]. Exploiting these features may be useful in a
range of modern technological applications such as semi-
conductor [6] and thermoelectric devices [7]. Further-
more, it has been suggested that the incorporation of
heavy, 5d, transition metal elements may result in a sig-
nificant Rashba spin splitting due to enhanced spin-orbit
coupling; a key factor for spintronics [8, 9]. Hence, con-
trolling both the mobility and the density of electrons at
an interface is crucial for fine tuning these materials for
specific device applications as well as providing a foun-
dation for a better understanding of phenomena arising
from electron confinement.

A chemically intuitive mechanism, the so-called δ-
doped mechanism, presents a rich tapestry through which
the electronic structure at an interface can be modulated.
Here, 2DEGs are a consequence of the presence of mul-
tivalent transition metal cations, like Ti, at a heteroint-
erface comprised of A-site cations with different valence
states. For example, in LaTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattices,
the local environment of Ti cations next to a “dopant”,
LaO layer, splits the valence of Ti between two possi-
ble charge states (+4 for SrTiO3 and +3 for LaTiO3).
Therefore, an equal mixture of Ti valence states (3+ or
4+) can be thought to reside at the interface giving an
average valence of 3.5 [10–12]. This has been confirmed
through electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) mea-
surements [13] in which the distribution of Ti3+ cations
away from the interface were in good agreement with the-
oretical and experimental carrier density profiles [14–19].
In an ideal system, the extra 1/2 electron, relative to Ti
in SrTiO3, defines the intrinsic limit of 2DEG carrier den-
sities [20]. This electronic reconstruction is a hallmark of
the observed two-dimensional conductivity and is accom-
panied by polar distortions [15, 21, 22] (atomic displace-
ments of the cations away from the interface) which ef-

fectively screen the electrons near the interfaces. Despite
this simple mechanism, to date, most commonly stud-
ied 2DEGs involve II-IV (primarily Sr2+Ti4+O3) oxides,
where the interfacial carrier densities are intrinsically lim-
ited to 0.5 e−/interface unit cell. Similarly, even fewer
efforts have explored 2DEGs in 4d and 5d transition met-
als.

In this paper, density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations are used to investigate the charge rearrange-
ment at interfaces between I-V/III-III perovskites. The
guiding principle is that the incorporation of a multi-
valent cation at an interface, where its desired valence
states are +3 and +5, should allow for an average va-
lence of +4, thus increasing the limit of extra interfacial
charge to 1 e−/interface unit cell. Here, unlike LaAlO3

and LaGaO3 based heterostructures that require multi-
ple layers to create 2DEGs via the the polar catastro-
phe mechanism [14, 23–28], it is demonstrated that it
is indeed possible to induce a 2DEG in 4d and 5d su-
perlattices comprised of 1 layer of LaXO3 and 7 layers
of KXO3, where X=Ta and Nb without oxygen vacan-
cies [14, 29]. More importantly, these heterostructures
have a total of 1 electron per interface unit cell now popu-
lating the conduction bands (twice that of a correspond-
ing LaTiO3/SrTiO3 superlattice). Similar to previous
observations, these electrons are primarily confined to t2g
orbitals on B cations near LaO interfaces, decay quickly
into the bulk and are accompanied by large polar ionic
distortions. In addition, calculated decreases in electron
band effective masses suggest that improved carrier mo-
bilities may be achievable. Remarkable agreement with
recent ARPES measurements of surface 2DEGs band ef-
fective masses [9, 30] stresses the point that it is the com-
ponent material’s electronic structure that defines the in-
terfacial carrier mobilities in oxide 2DEGs.

DFT calculations using the local density approxima-
tion with a Hubbard U (LDA+U) [31] and ultrasoft
pseudopotentials [32] as implemented in the Quantum

Espresso simulation package [33, 34] were performed to
study 1 LaXO3/7 KXO3 superlattices, where X=Ta and
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FIG. 1. DOS for (a) bulk SrTiO3, (b) 1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3,
(c) 1 LaNbO3/7 KNbO3 (d) 1 LaTaO3/7 KTaO3 and (e) bulk
KTaO3. All energies are relative to the Fermi level, EF. (The
scale for the heterostructures is 5× that of the bulk struc-
tures.)

Nb. All superlattice calculations employed an 80 Ry cut-
off and an 8×8×1 k-point mesh. Comparisons were made
with a prototypical 2DEG system, 1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3.
In all calculations, the in-plane lattice constants were
constrained to the theoretical value of the majority com-
ponent (i.e. KXO3 or SrTiO3) and the out-of-plane,
c, lattice vector was optimized within the P4mm space
group with 1×1 in-plane periodicity. Simultaneously,
all ionic coordinates were relaxed until the Hellman-
Feynman forces were less than 8 meV/Å. The computed
bulk KNbO3, KTaO3, and SrTiO3 cubic lattice constants
of 3.951 Å, 3.945 Å, and 3.855 Å, respectively are in
typical LDA agreement with the experimental values of
4.000 Å, 3.988 Å and 3.901 Å, respectively. (Note: these
values were obtained using standard LDA, i.e. without
the inclusion of a Hubbard U). For all heterostructure
calculations, a Hubbard U=5 eV for B -cation d-states
was found to be appropriate. Similar U values were used
in previous studies of LaTiO3/SrTiO3 [15, 22]. For the
LaXO3/KXO3 systems test calculations were also per-
formed for U=3 and 8 eV. All three values of U yielded
essentially the same results (see supplementary figures 1
and 2). Band effective masses were computed using
quadratic fits of the partially occupied bands.

Figure 1 depicts the density of states (DOS) for bulk
SrTiO3, bulk KTaO3, 1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3, 1 LaNbO3

/7 KNbO3 and 1 LaTaO3/7 KTaO3 superlattices. Both
SrTiO3 and KTaO3, using LDA (i.e. no Hubbard U),
have relatively large band gaps of 1.7 and 1.8 eV, respec-
tively. Although smaller than experiment, these are con-
sistent with LDA’s underestimation of oxide band gaps.
In agreement with previous studies, 1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3

has occupied states just below the Fermi level, EF,
that sum to 1 electron (or rather 0.5 e−/interface unit
cell) [15]. The electronic band structure plot (Fig. 2a)
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FIG. 2. Electronic band structure for (a) 1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3,
(b) 1 LaNbO3/7 KNbO3 and (c) 1 LaTaO3/7 KTaO3 empha-
sizing the partially occupied states near the Fermi surface.

indicates that they directly contribute to transport (i.e.
cross the Fermi level).

An analysis of the orbital projected DOS indicates that
these states are derived mainly from Ti t2g states, with
the two lowest energy, light electron, bands coming al-
most entirely from dxy orbitals on the interfacial Ti ions
and the remaining occupied states being a mixture of
t2g states on all of the Ti cations. More importantly,
in 1 LaNbO3/7 KNbO3 and 1 LaTaO3/7 KTaO3 these
occupied electronic states sum up to exactly 2 electrons
(i.e. 1 e− / interface unit cell). An examination of the
electronic band structure shows that these bands define
the Fermi surface (see Fig. 2b and c). Orbital projected
DOS indicate that they are derived mainly from the B -
cation d-states (Nb/Ta) with dominant electronic contri-
butions arising from partially occupied dxy orbitals of B -
cations at the LaO interface. In all three heterostructures
light electronic bands crossing EF are parabolic around
Γ and heavy bands extend along the Γ-X direction. This
is a characteristic feature of 2DEGs and is consistent
with recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) results for 2DEGs at SrTiO3 and KTaO3 sur-
faces [9, 17, 30].

Figure 3a displays the spatial distribution of the con-
duction electrons (i.e. arising from states between EF

and ∼ -1.8 eV) as a function of distance away from
the LaO layer. Similar to previous theoretical and ex-
perimental results for 2DEGs at heterointerfaces and
the SrTiO3 surface we find a build-up of charge of
roughly 0.22 electrons on interfacial Ti cations in the
1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3 superlattice [14–19]. (Note: the to-
tal atom projected DOS adds up to 0.95 e− and is scaled
to unity in the plots.) This charge quickly decays to 0.06
electrons in the center of the slab, indicating a decay
length of roughly 3-4 unit cells. On the other hand, we
observe that the LaNbO3/KNbO3 and LaTaO3/KTaO3
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FIG. 3. (color online) [top] Representative 2-dimensional pro-
jection of a relaxed superlattices. (a) Charge distribution and
(b) magnitude of B - and (c) A-cation off-centering as a func-
tion of relative z-coordinate for the superlattices studied. All
distances are relative to LaO planes.

heterostructures have a build-up of 0.52 and 0.60 e−s on
the interfacial Nb and Ta ions, respectively. (Again the
projected DOS only sums to 1.8 e−s and is uniformly
scaled to 2.0). Surprisingly, discernible differences in the
decay of charge away from the LaO interface are seen.
In LaNbO3/KNbO3, there is still roughly 0.15 e−/unit
cell area in the bulk region, whereas the charge density
in LaTaO3/KTaO3 drops off much more sharply, falling
to less than 0.1 e−/unit cell area. This deviation may
be linked to the dielectric constants. Model Hamilto-
nian calculations indicate that larger dielectric constants
induce a greater spread of electrons away from the in-
terface [35, 36]. KTaO3 and SrTiO3 have very similar
dielectric constants [37, 38], while KNbO3 has a much
stronger dependence of dielectric constant on phase [39].
In fact, tetragonal KNbO3 has a dielectric constant that
is a few orders of magnitude greater than SrTiO3 and
KTaO3, making the observed behavior reasonable. Re-
gardless, these results clearly indicate a significant en-
hancement in the concentration of electrons near the in-
terface for III-III/I-V heterostructure relative to the III-
III/II-IV system.

In accordance with the observed interfacial electronic
reconstruction we find considerable polar distortions of
the A- and B -cations away from the LaO layer. These

TABLE I. Structural parameters and relative effective masses
for the heterostructures studied. ao, c/a and m∗/me denote
the cubic lattice parameter, c/a ratio and the relative effec-
tive masses of the two lowest energy partially occupied bands,
respectively. Note: the curvature of the electronic structure
around Γ is symmetric. i.e. the effective mass along the Γ-X
and Γ-M directions are essentially equal and thus only one
value is reported for each band.

System
ao [Å] c/a m∗/me

1 2

1 LaTiO3/7 SrTiO3 3.885 8.117 0.49 0.59

1 LaNbO3/7 KNbO3 3.951 8.085 0.35 0.41

1 LaTaO3/7 KTaO3 3.945 8.009 0.30 0.35

off-center displacements gradually return to zero in the
center of the SrTiO3 or KXO3 layers. (See Fig. 3 [top] for
a representative 2 dimensional projection of the atomic
structure of a 1/7 heterostructure). Similar to previous
DFT results, the magnitude of SrTiO3 off-centering is
0.18 Å and 0.13 Å for the A- and B -cations near the inter-
face, respectively [15, 22]. Figure 3b and 3c show that the
magnitudes of the B - and A-cation off-center displace-
ments in the LaXO3/KXO3 structures are all apprecia-
bly larger than those in LaTiO3/SrTiO3. These larger
polar distortions are consistent with the need for larger
interfacial polarizations to adequately screen the interfa-
cial charges. Unexpectedly, the LaTaO3/KTaO3 super-
lattice while having the larger interfacial charge exhibits
smaller polar distortions than LaNbO3/KNbO3. There
are two contributing factors that lead to this discrepancy.
First, the magnitude of charge screening in these two
materials arising from the differences in their respective
dielectric constants - with the lower dielectric constant
material being more strongly screened and thus requiring
smaller ionic distortions. Second, KNbO3, unlike KTaO3,
has a polar ground state which may be more favorable
to inducing polar distortions. This is further supported
by the fact that the LaTaO3/KTaO3 system retains a
cubic average lattice parameter (c/a=1.001), while the
LaNbO3/KNbO3 is tetragonally distorted (c/a=1.010;
close to the experimental c/a=1.016). The polar nature
of the KNbO3 structure may be more advantageous for
controlling interface conductivity through electric field
switching [21, 40].

Finally, table I lists the relative band effective masses,
m∗/me, of the two lowest energy partially occupied bands
(see Fig. 2). Remarkably, the computed m∗ values for
SrTiO3, are in excellent agreement with ARPES mea-
surements of SrTiO3 surface 2DEGs (0.5 - 0.6 me) [30].
While the origin of SrTiO3 surface 2DEGs is attributed
to oxygen vacancies, this result is indicative of character-
istic electronic structure features. It should be pointed
out that La doped SrTiO3 has a considerably higher
effective mass (m∗/me > 1) and that the band effec-
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tive masses predicted here neglects some correlation ef-
fects. Moreover, the 1 LaXO3/7 KXO3 structures were
found to have significant decreases in m∗ for these bands
(which dominate the electron density at the interfaces),
implying possible increases in carrier mobilities in the
III-III/I-V superlattices. Once again, these values corre-
late well with recent ARPES experiments for KTaO3 sur-
face 2DEGs which measure a band effective mass of 0.30
me [9]. This is exceptional agreement, especially when
considering the fact that the KTaO3 surface 2DEG has
half the number of electrons as the heterostructures dis-
cussed here and is indicative of the point that the band
effective mass of the oxide 2DEG is an intrinsic prop-
erty of the bulk component material. Of course, this
larger concentration of electrons may lead to decreased
mobilities either due to shorter scattering lifetimes, τ ,
or increased electron-electron correlations. However, re-
cently we demonstrated that the carrier mobilities at a
δ-doped interface may be enhanced through fractional
doping (i.e. less than one full doping layer at the inter-
face) [41]. The optimal dopant level was found to be 50%
for LaTiO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure. This translates into
a 50 % decrease in the carrier concentration. As such, op-
timal fractional δ-doping of the above structures would
allow for much higher carrier concentrations with higher
mobilities (coupled to the higher band effective masses).
Hence, improvements in electron mobilities, µe, would be
strongly linked to changes in m∗ (where µe = eτ/m∗).

In summary, using first principles methods, it
is demonstrated that superlattices comprising I-V
(K1+[Nb/Ta]5+O3) and III-III (La3+[Nb/Ta]3+O3) per-
ovskites have twice the interfacial charge densities of III-
III/II-IV(SrTiO3/LaTiO3) superlattices. Here, the flexi-
bility of multivalent cations, like Nb and Ta, leads to an
intrinsic limit of 1 e− per interface unit cell, twice that
of previously studied III-III/II-IV and I-V/III-III [21, 42]
superlattices. Also, changes in electron band effective
masses (with no change in dopant levels) imply that fur-
ther enhancements in mobilities may be achievable. Cor-
relations between the band effective masses of surface
2DEGs and these heterostructures highlight the charac-
teristic behavior of 2DEGs derived from d0 transition
metal oxides and a combined approach may be funda-
mental to understanding the underlying physics of elec-
tron confinement [9, 17, 30]. In addition, deviations in
polar distortions indicate that polar, high dielectric con-
stant materials like KNbO3 may be more suitable for ap-
plications based on electric field switching of interfacial
charge carrier concentrations [21, 40]. Naturally, syn-
thetic limitations related to effectively reducing ions like
Ta5+ to Ta3+ may exist. A feasible route may be to sub-
stitute interfacial Ta cations with a cation, like V, that
is more easily reduced. Ultimately, these results present
a chemically intuitive framework (in the absence of fac-
tors such as O vacancies) through which intrinsic carrier
concentrations, and perhaps even carrier mobilities, of

oxide heterostructure 2DEGs can be tuned and may be
useful in device engineering [6] and in understanding and
controlling quantum phenomena due to electron confine-
ment.
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